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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a method for determining the existence of analytic 
solutions of linear functional-differential equations and functional-differential 
systems. This method, similar to one used by the author [5,6] for the study of 
the SchrGdinger equation, reduces the existence problem to the problem of 
finding the null space of a non-self-adjoint operator in an abstract separable 
Hilbert space. 
The method is based on a factorization of the differential operator: 
defined on an appropriate dense domain of the Hardy-Lebesgue space H.&l), 
i.e., the Hilbert space of analytic functions in the unit disk. The functions 
q&>, I = 0, 1, z..., 4 are assumed to be analytic in some neighborhood of the 
closed unit disk. 
With respect to the equations, the general case, which we consider here, is the 
following: 
(L + A)f(d = 0, f(4 E &2(4> 
where A is any bounded operator on W&l). 
In particular we consider the functional-differential equation: 
-w4 + f 44fW = 0, 141 G 1, 
L=l 
where a,(x), L = 1, 2 ,..., k are analytic functions in some neighborhood of the 
closed unit disk. In the regular case vo(~) = 1 the main results generalize the 
classical existence theorem and previous results [4], obtained for k = 1 and 
a,(z) not functions but complex constants. In the singular case ho = xU, 
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,u < K we obtain a generalization of the well known theorem of Perron [‘7], 
With respect to the systems, the general case, which we consider here is the 
following: 
XDf’(X) = Adf(x>~ 
where f(z) is a vector function: f(z) = (jr(z), Jz(z),..., f&z)) in the product 
space H2(@ = H&l) x (k-times) H&l), D is the diagonal (4 , da )..., C&J and 
ALj any bounded operator on Hz(A)k, . I.e., any matrix of bounded operators on 
H&4). 
We obtain for the above system the following theorem (Theorem 11). If trace 
D = d and iz - d 3 0, then the system has at least k - d linearly independent 
solutions in H,(4)” for every bounded operator ACj . A corollary to this theorem 
generalizes some previous results obtained in Refs. [l-3]. 
Finally we consider as a typical example the following equation: 
y’(x) = uy(Ax) + by(x), o<x<m, (A! 
which was studied in Ref. [lo]. We obtain the well-known result that the problem 
associated with (A) and the condition y(0) = 1 is well posed if X < 1. This 
result can be easily generalized for the following system: 
04 = (R + Vf(4, f(0) = 0, 
where f(z) is a vector function in H,(4)” and R, T are defined as follows: 
T&4 = g(4 = (g&4, g&L g&4), where: 
g&4 = 5 U4h(4 
i=l 
and R : R~(z) = h(x) = (h,(x),..., h&)j, 
where: 
The solution f(z) is an entire vector function in case b,(x) and aLj(z) are entire 
functions. 
For 1 X 1 > 1 the problem associated with (A) is reduced to an eigenvalue 
problem of a compact (non-self-adjoint) operator on H,(4). The eigenvalues are 
exactly determined (Theorem 12) and we obtain for Eq. (A) the following 
result. In case j X 1 > 1 Eq. (A) h as analytic solutions only for a = 0 and 
n = --b/P-l, k = 1,2, 3,... . Moreover the solutions for a f 0 are polynomials 
of degree k - 1. 
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2. THE FACTORIZATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR L 
Let H,(d) denote the Hardy-Lebesgue space, consisting of all analytic 
functions f(z) = zr==, u,.Y-l in the open unit disk A = (2: 1 x 1 < l}, which 
satisfy the condition zrsp=, [a, jB < ok. Let {e,}~=, be an orthonormal basis for an 
abstract separable Hilbert space H and let V be the unilateral shift operator on -Y 
(V : Yen = e,,, , n = 1, 2 ,... ). 
Consider the eigenelements fi = Cz=‘=, z+l e, , z E A of V*, the adjoint of Y 
( V*e,n = e,-, for n # 1, V*e, = 0). 
Every function f(z) = ~~zl a,xnW1 in H,(A) can be represented as follows: 
f(4 = .<fz >.I?, (1) 
where ( , ) is the scalar product in H, f is the elementf = yz=“=, anme, in H, and 
a,* is the complex conjugate of a,. Of course iff(z) = (fi ,f>, then zf(z) = 
<A , V> and 
z”f(x) = <fi 3 vy>, IEA, (2) 
because V*f# = .zfi . 
PROPOSITION 1.l Assume t/z& y(x) = Cz==, .n c Y-1 is analytic in sofne neigh- 
borhood of the closed unit disk d = {x: 1 x j < 1). Then 
is a bounded operator on H and by the yepresentation (1) we lzave: 
d4 *f(4 = <f* > vJ*uw), (3) 
where IJJ*( V) = zzzl c,* VIZ--l. 
Proof. Since ~(2) is analytic in some neighborhood ofdit converges absolutely 
for 1 x 1 = 1. That means that: VE > 0 there exists N(E) such that 
k=5+l 1 ck 1 < E vn > m > N(e). 
Let vn( V) = xz=, c,F-l. Then v,(V) - yrn( V) = ~~==,+, cfiVIz-l and since 
11 V/I = 1 it follows that: 
1 The first assertion of Proposition 1 is a particular case of a general theorem concerning 
functions of bounded operators [ 111. 
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Thus the sequence of bounded operators y,?(V) converges uniformly to y(V), 
which is therefore a bounded operator. Relation (3) follows easily from (2) and 
the fact that lim(p,(V))* = (v(Y))* = xz=‘=, ~,~*l~*~--l~ ?z -+ co. 
Defme the diagonal operator CO as follows: 
Ge, = ne, , n = 1, 2,... . 
The operator C,, is obviously defined on the dense linear manifold spanned by 
the basis (e9z}z=1 . 
PROPOSITION 2. The operator CO lzas a self-adjoint extension with discrete 
spectrum, i.e., the definition domain of C,, can be extended to the rapzge of the bounded 
operator B, zuhich is defined as follows: 
Be, = (l/n) era , n = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. First observe that B is self-adjoint and bounded. The inverse of B 
exists, and is defined on the range of B which is dense in H because B is self- 
adjoint and the zero is not an eigenvalue. Since COB = B&‘,, = I (the identkp 
operator on H) on the dense linear manifold spanned by the basis (e,) the inverse 
of B is an extension of C,, . 
Let X # 7z, n = 1, 2 ,... . Then (12 - A)-l tends to zero and since 
(C,, - Xr)-l e, = (n - A)-l e, , the operator (CO - X1’)-1 is bounded. Thus A 
is not in the spectrum of CO , which therefore consists of the points n = 1,2,... . 
In the same way we can show that the definition domain of the operators COpil 
p = 2, 3,..., k is extended to the range of the bounded operators BP, p = 2,3,.. i, k. 
PROPOSITION 3. The ralzge of BP in H, p = 1, 2 ,..., k, i.e., the de@zitio~z 
domain of C,p is isomorphic to the lifzear manifold in E&(A) zulziclz coasists of 
functions Gth derivatives up to order p in Hi(A). 
Proof. First observe that the definition domain of CO”, p = 1, 2,...: k is the 
same as the definition domain of (C,,V*)p. In fact f = ~~~=, a$e, in the definition 
domain of (C,,V*)* means that Cz-=, (a - l)‘(n - 2)% *.. (n - p>” / a, ig < a3 
and this means that f lies in the definition domain of 
which is the same as the definition domain of C,,p. Let f(z) = (fz , f > and 
assume that f lies in the definition domain of (C,Y*)~. Then: 
<fa > (cJ*>f > = f ‘(47 
(fz , (CJ”)Y) = <fz 1 cO~r*f >’ = f”(4, 
. . . . . . . . . . . ~ ‘., 
. . . . . . . . . . ~ ~ ..I 
if*‘, (;O;7*jPf; : f ;y,,. . . . . . . 
(4 
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Conversely let f(z) = (fi ,f) with f in H has a derivative up to order p, 
p = 1, 2,..., K in H&l). Then ~~=‘=, (n - 1)2(n - 2)2 *.* (n - p)” j a, I2 < co 
which means that f lies in the definition domain of 
(Co - I) - (Co - 21) ... (Co -PI). 
Denote the definition domain of COP, p = 1, 2 ,..., k by D(C,p), p = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Then 
c,v- v-c, = v (5) 
in the sense that (C,,V - VCs)f = Vffor everyfin D(C,,). Also: 
and : 
v*c, - c,v* = V” (6) 
(Co - I)f = vc,v*f, f E D(Coh 
(Co - I) * (Co - 21)f = V2(CoY*)zf, f E D(C$), 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (7) 
;C&)‘. (c, 1 &)‘...;C, _‘k;)f ‘=‘&(&7*);, . j~~(C,‘i). 
Now consider the differential equation: 
k 
Lf (x) = c &z) f (k-‘)(z) = 0 (8) 
‘=o 
and assume that the functions ~&z), j = 0, 1,2,..., k are analytic in some neigh- 
borhood of 2, Thus the operators yD,( V), L = 0, 1,2,..., k are bounded, according 
to the Proposition 1, and the operator 
k 
E = 1 P)L*(v)(COv*)k-‘ (9) 
is defined on the dense linear manifold D(COk). 
THEOREM 1. f(z) = (fi , f) with f in D(Cok) is a solution of the Eq. (8) if 
and only if the element f belongs to the null space of the opmator (9). 
The proof follows easily from (l), (3), (4), and from the fact that the set of 
elements fi is complete in the sense that iff is orthogonal to fi for every x : 1 x 1 < 1 
thenf = 0. 
THEOREM 2. The operator (9) has the following factorization: 
.r? = A(k) . rvo*(V) Y*rc + K], (10) 
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where A(k) is a diugbnal unbounded operator z&h a bounded inverse and K is 
compact. 
Proof. From (5) we obtain (C,,V*)k = (C,,(C, + 1) ... (C’,, + (ii - l)V*L. 
Observe that the diagonal operator A(k) = C,(C, + I) ... (C, + (k - 1)I) has 
a compact inverse A-l(k). Thus the operator (9) can be written: 
e = A(k) . 
[ 
A-l(k) Fo*(V) A(k) V*7c + A-l(k) i y‘*(V) B(k - I) ;I/‘*&-l . 
L=l I 
(11) 
The term A-l(k) F~*(V) is obviously compact because A-l(k) is compact and 
cplc*(V) is bounded. C onsider the term A-l(k) v,*(V) A(k - L), 1 < I < k - I 
and let y<*(V) = b, + b,V f b,V* + .... Define the sequence of operators S(m) 
as follows: 
S(m) = b&l(k) A(k - L) + b&l(k) VA(k - L) f ... $ b&l(k) VmA(k - 5). 
The term b&-l(k) A(k - d), I f 0, . 1s compact because it is a diagonal operator 
and its diagonal is a null sequence [S]. It is easy to see that each of the other 
terms of 5’(m) is also a compact operator. Thus S(m) is a compact operator. 
Therefore /-l(k) P)~*( V) A(k - I) is compact because it is the limit in the 
uniform topology of the sequence of compact operators S(m). The conclusion 
is that the operator 
Kl = A-l(k) c vi*(V) A(k - c) T,7*fz-L 
1=1 
(12) 
is compact. Similarly we can prove that the operator: 
K2 = -F(k) yO*(V) A(k) - q~~*( V) (13) 
is also compact. From (ll), (12), and (13) we obtain: 
E = A(k)[(v,*(V) + K2) Y*’ + K,] (14) 
and from (14) we have by setting K = Kl -k K,Y*’ 
L = _4(k)T, where T = yO*( b’) . li*x: f K. (15) 
3. THE FUNCTIONAL OPERATOR Rf(x) = Cy=, a,,(z)f(q%), i q / < I 
Assume that a,(x), c = I,2 ,..., are analytic in some neighborhood of the closed 
unit disk d. Then according to the representation (1) the functions a,(z) are 
represented by the bounded operators a,*(V) as the function F(X) in (3). Consider 
the operators R, , R, ,..., R, ,..., which are defined on H,(d) as follows: 
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R,f(z) = f(q%) = R,‘f(x). 
.......... 
.......... 
By (1) we have 
fb74 = <f&n ,f> = @lfZ ,f > = <fi 9 &;r>, 
where i$ is defined on H as follows: 
&en = qn-le, , n = 1, 2,... . (16) 
Since 1 q 1 < 1 the operator (16) is obviously a bounded operator (Unitary in 
case 1 q I = 1 and compact in case I 4 / < 1.) Thus the operator R (if it exists) 
is represented in H by the operator: 
R = f uL*( V) 2‘“. (17) 
L?=l 
The operator (17) is not always defined on H. For instance, let a‘*(V) = V-l, 
L = 1,2,... . Then 
and // R”e, lj2 = 1 + 1 + e.-. 
L.=l 
As we shall see later (Theorem 5) it is interesting to know under what conditions 
a is bounded. A condition in order that i? is bounded is given in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If I q I < 1 and II uL*(V)IJ < pc with Cz, p1 < a then l? is 
bounded. 
Proof. The proof is easy. In this case the sequence of bounded operators 
s(m) = xy=, a,*(V)J?, converges uniformly to 2 and I? is therefore bounded 
(Note that I/ z7, I] = sup I q l(n-l).L = 1, n = 1, 2 ,... .) 
4. THE DIFFERENTIAL-FUNCTIONAL EQUATION: (NONSINGULAR CASE) 
I 4 I < 1. 
(18) 
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Equation (18) is described in H&l) by the operator M = L + R, which is by (I) 
represented in H by the operator l@ = e + R with ve*(V) = I. Thus if R 
is bounded h? has according to Theorem 2 the factorization: 
I@ = A(k) . (v”k: + S), :w 
where S = .&r(k)R + K is a compact operator. Also f(z) = /fz %j> is a 
solution of Eq. (18) if and only if the element f belongs to the null space of the 
operator fl3 or (since A(k) is invertible) if and only if the element-f belongs to the 
null space of the operator 
T = V”” + s. (20) 
Thus we obtain: 
THEOREM 4. The number of dz#emzt sola&m of Eq. (I$) Gz H*(d) is the 
dimensio~z of the null space of the operator (20). 
The proof follows from the fact that different solutions @nearly independent) 
correspond by the representations (1) to linearly independent elements in H. 
THEOREM 5. If a is bounded then the null space of the operator (20) is k-d&w 
sional and Eq. (18) has therejwe k different solutions in H,(d). 
Proof. We have: T = V*k(I + VkS) because V*V = I. Since the null 
space of V*” is k-dimensional (it is spanned by the elements e, , ea ,..., ek) we 
have only to prove that I + Vr;S is invertible: Let (I + V”S)f = 0 with f in W. 
Then (f, e,,) = 0, m = 1, 2 ,..., k. Also (I + V”S)f = 0 implies that f belongs 
to the range of A-l(k), i.e., to the definition domain of A(k) and 
A(R)(V”‘i f S)f = 0 
or @ + l?)f = 0. Since (f, e,} = 0 for m = I, 2,...: k it is easy to see that 
scalar multiplication of the latter equation by e, gives: {f, ea+& = 0. Conse- 
quently scalar multiplication by e2 gives: (f, es+.& = 0 and so on. Thus f = 0. 
That means that the point - 1 is not an eigenvalue of the operator V”S and since 
V7;S is compact the Fredholm alternative implies that I + V”S is invertible, 
Remark. A linear operator /I is said to be a Fredholm operator if its range is 
ctosed and both the null space and the corange are finite dimensional. That 
means that the homogeneous equation Af = 0 has a finite number of linearly 
independent solutions in H and the inhomogeneous equation Af = g can be 
solved provided g satisfies a finite number of conditions. In fact g must be ortho- 
gonal to the corange of A. More precisely if fc , L = 1,2,..., n is a basis of the 
corange of A then the equation Tf = g can be soloed if and only if g satisfies 
the conditions: (g, fl) = (g, fij = ... = (g, fn> = 0. The operator T = 
V*k + S is a Fredholm operator and its corange is trivial. W-e give below a 
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simple proof for this statement. A necessary and sufficient condition in order 
that a bounded operator A is a Fredholm operator is the following: There 
exists a bounded operator B such that the operators AB - I and B-4 - I are 
compact [8]. 
Since V* V = I and VV* = I - P, where P is the one-dimensional projection 
Pf = (f, e&e1 , f E H we have for the operator T = V*k + S: TVk - I = SVk 
and V”T - I = VkS’ - P - VPV” - .‘. - VL--lPV*l--I. And since P and S 
are compact it follows that the operators TVk - I and VkT - I are also compact, 
i.e., T is a Fredholm operator. To show that the corange of T is trivial let us 
assume thatf, belongs to the corange of T. Then (Tf, fo) = 0 for everyf in H, or: 
((V*y + S)f,f& = (V*k(I + VkS)f,fO) = ((I + V%)f, VyO) = 0. But 
I + VkS is invertible (see the proof of Theorem 5). Thus for f = (I + V7CS)-1Vy0 
we obtain: 11 Vhf0 [I2 = 0, which implies that VLfO = 0 and thereforef, = 0. Thus 
the corange of T is trivial. That means that the inhomogeneous equation Tf = g 
can be solved for every g in H. 
We can find the solutions of the inhomogeneous equation (19) as follows: 
Let A(k)Tf = g, g in H. Then A(K)(Tf - A-l(k)g) = 0 or Tf - kl(k)g = 0 
and V*“[(I + VkS)f - VkA-l(k)g] = 0, which implies 
(I + VkS)f - VkA-l(k)g = clel + c2e2 + ..* + ckek ,
where c, , I = 1, 2 ,..., k are arbitrary constants. Thus: 
f = (I + V*S)-l(c,e, + c2e2 + .*. + ckek) + (I + VkS)-lVkA-l(h)g. 
THEOREM 6. Let i? be bounded and let I < m < k. Then Eq. (18) has k - m 
diffment solutions in H2(A), which satisfy the conditions f (0) = f ‘(0) = ..* = 
f (d)(()) = 0. 
Proof. f (0) = 0 means in the representation (1) that (f, e,> = 0 and 
f (+l)(O) = 0 means that (f, e,) = 0, i.e., the elements in the null space of the 
operator (20) must be of the form Pg. Since Vhk . Vmz = V*k--nh it is necessary 
and sufficient to find the null space of the operator V*k-mn + S . Pm, which is 
(k - fB)-dimensional. A more general perturbation theorem of the operator L is 
the following. 
THEOREM 7. Let A be a bounded operator on Hz(A). Then the equation 
(L + A) f (z) = 0 has at least one nontrivial solution in H,(A) which satisfies the 
conditions f (0) = f ‘(0) = ... = f (k-2)(O) = 0. 
Proof. Let d be represented on H by the bounded operator ,q. Then the 
equation (L + A)f(z) = 0 has at least one nontrivial solution in Hz(A) if and 
only if the null space of the operator E + d is nontrivial or due to the factoriza- 
tion of L if and only if the null space of V*r: + G, where G is compact, is non- 
trivial. As in Theorem 6 due to the conditions of the theorem the problem 
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consists in finding the null space of the operator V* + GV$-l, which is non- 
trivial. In fact V* + GV”-l = V*(I + VGV”-I) and Fredholm alternative 
implies that either 0 is an eigenvalue of I + VGP-l or it is invertible. In both 
cases the null space of V*(I + VGP-l) is nontrivial. 
5. THE SINGULAR CASE q+(z) = zd 
Assume that q+,(z) = z@ where d is a nonnegative integer, i.e.: the operator E 
is of the form: 
Lf(x) = z”f’“‘(z) + i cpL(Z)f’k-qX). 
L=l 
The function F‘(Z), I = 1,2 ,..., K are also analytic on& 
THEOREM 8. Let k - d > 0. Then for every bounded operator A in Hz(a) the 
equation 
(L + A)f(4 = 0 @?J 
has at least k - d linearly independent solutions in Hz(O). 
Proof- Let A be represented on H by the bounded operator ,q. Then 
E + A = va(CJ*)~ +2 ~‘*(v)(c,v*)~-~ + a. 
1=1 
But Vd(Cp*)k = Vd(CJ*)d. 
(COP)- = (Co - I)(C, - 21) *.. (CT, - d~)(cJ*)~-~, 
because of (7), and Vd(C,,V*)k = d . V*ii-d = (0 - al) V*“-d + aV*f+d for 
some a not in the spectrum of 
TY=(C,--).(C,-221)...(C,-ddl)C,(C,+I)...(C,+[k-d-l]f). 
Thus the inverse (W- aI)-l is a compact operator :and as in Theorem 5 we 
obtain: 
e + A- = (W - al) . (v-a + S), 123) 
where S is compact. Now the theorem follows easily from a general theorem 
concerning compact perturbation of Fredholm operators [9] (if T is Fredholm 
and S compact then T + S is also Fredholm and 
dim(ker T) - dim(ker T*) = dim(ker(T + S)) - dim(ker(T* + S*))). 
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Since V*a-d is Fredholm with dim(ker Y*7c-a) = K - d and since the null 
space of Vr-a is trivial we have: 
dim(ker(V*Z-d + 5)) = K - d + dim(ker(V/‘“-d + S*)). 
Remark. Theorem 8 is a generalization of the classical theorem of Perron [7] 
which was generalized by sevFra1 authors (see Ref. [3] and the references 
presented there). Perron’s theorem follows from Theorem 8 for A = 0. 
In Theorem 8 the operator &4 can be any bounded operator on H&l). For 
instance B may be the operator R in Section 3 under the hypothesis which makes 
it bounded. Also A may be the operator 
(24) 
for 0 < 1 p1 1 < 1, L = I,2 ,..., p < co, because of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. Let /3&z), L = 1,2 ,..., ,u be analytic in some ne%hborhood of the 
closed unit disk. Then the operator (24) is densely defined in H*(A) in case 1 pu, 1 < 1 
and compact in case 0 < 1 p1 1 < 1 for every L. 
Proof. Define the operators N, , c = 1,2 ,..., p as follows: 
N,e, = pyplen , w = 1, 2,..., 
The operator N, is unitary in the case when 1 ,u‘ I = 1 and it is easy to see that 
the operator Cg-‘NL is defined on the definition domain D(Ct-“), which is dense 
in H. In case 1 pL 1 < 1 the operator CoW8N, for every finite m, is defined on all 
of H because N, is bounded and its range contains the definition domain of Corn. 
Since ComNL is a diagonal operator and since its diagonal nqn . p:-’ tends to zero 
it is a compact operator [S]. Thus the operator: 
(CoV*)u-LN, = Co(Co + I) ..a (Co + ,u - L - 1) V”“-‘N, 
= C,(C, + I) *-. (Co + p - I - 1) p:-‘N,V*“-L 
is compact. 
From (4) we obtain: 
(fi, (GV*)IL-‘N‘*f} = (fz, Nc*f}(“-L) 
= <N‘f, ,fP--)) = <f,‘S ,fF‘) 
= f-(&Z). 
N is therefore represented on H by the compact operator 
fl = i &*(V)(C,V*)u-‘N,*. 
r=l 
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6. FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS 
Let M” = H x (K-times) H be the Hilbert space consisting of the k-vector 
elements S = (fi ,$a ,..., X), g = (gI , g, ,..., gx.),... with fC and g, In H. The 
scalar product in H” is defined as follows: (f, &: = EL, (fi , gJ. 
Let D = diag(d, , d, ,..., d2) with nonnegative integers d, . 
DEFINITI5N 1. The operator 52, is defined on H7< as follows: 
where Vd~-l for d, = 1 is the identity operator on H and for d, = 0 is the 
operator Vs. For instance if D = diag(2, 1, 0, 0 ,..., 0) and 3” = (fl ,t2 ,..., X> 
then 
The adjoint of 52, is defined as follows: 
Qn,“j = (P-f1 ) v*“2-lf2 ,..., yx&lf), (24) 
where V’Cd~--l for d, = 1 is also the identity operator on Hand for d, = 0 is the 
operator V. 
lb- instance QF2,1,0 ,..., J = (V*fl ,fi, Vf3 ,..., Vi)- Obviously f&,1,, ,._., I; 
is the identity operator on H”. The null space of Q:,,,..-,sl is k dimensional. It is 
spanned by the elements (e,, 0, 0 ,..., 0), (0, e, ,.,.; 0) ... (0, 0 ,..., e,). It is easy 
alsotoseethatifD = diag(d,,d,,... , 4) and d, > 1 then the null space of 8, 
is trivial. 
Denote with ker A the null space of an operator A and with dim(ker A) its 
dimension. We shall use later the following proposition 
PROPOSITION 4. Let D = diag (4 , d, ,..., dk). Let dLl = dL2 = -.- = d, = 0, 
djl = d;, = ... = dju = 1 and let the other elements qf the diagonal u&h are 
d8geren.t from 0 and 1 be o1 , c2 ,..., CT~+~.+  Then 
dim(ker Go) = UZ, 
(27) 
dim(ker Qo*) = 0 + WE + p - k, where CT = uI + u2 + -0. + CS,~-,+~ . 
Proof. Let D = diag (,..., dsl ,..., dj, ,..., o1 ,..., dc9 i . . . . dj, ,..., u2 ,...) and ler 
J = (fi ,.L ,f3 ,...,fd Then 
Q$ = (,..., v*fLl ,..., fj, ,...) VU’y& ,*.., PfLL) ,..., fj, ,..., V”“-‘fo, ,... ). ps) 
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Since for oL - 1 > 0 the null space of Vu&-l is trivial in H the vector element in 
(28) is the zero element in Hk if and only if 
f = (,.,., clel ,..., 0 ,..., 0 ,..., c,e, ,..,, 0 ,..., 0 ,...) 
where c, and ca are arbitrary constants. This means that the null space of Q, is 
spanned by the nz orthonormal elements in H”: 
( , . . . , e, , . . . , 0 , . . . , 0 )..., 0 )..., 0 ,...) 0 ,... ), 
(,..., 0 ,..., 0 ,..., 0 ,..., e, ,..., 0 ,..., 0 ,...) ,... . 
For the adjoint JL’~* we have: 
ll**j = ()..., VfLl I...) fjl )..., v*O+f& ,..., VfL2 )...) fj, ,..., v-*=q02 )... ). 
Thus iffis in ker sZD*, fc, =fj, = f,, = fj, = 0 and 
fO, = clel + czee + *mm + c,l-leol-l , fO, = clel + a + ..a + c,,-le,,-l ,. . . . 
The null space of QD* is therefore spanned from 
(ul - 1) + (ua - 1) + ... + (ak--m--p - 1) = 0. - (K - m - p) 
orthonormal elements. 
DEFINITION 2. Denote by B the operator C;’ as it is defined in Proposi- 
tion 2. We define the operator B on Hk as follows: 
Bf = (Bfi , Bfz ,..., Bf,,). (29) 
B is obviously a compact operator on Hk because B is compact on H. Also if 
A‘j , I, j = 1, 2 ,..., k, is a matrix of bounded operators on H then B.& is a 
matrix of compact operators on H, i.e., a compact operator on H”. If D = 
diag (4,4 ,..., 4) we shall denote with D the operator on Hk which acts as 
follows: 
03 = !4fi, 4fi ,...> ‘&fit& 
Now we ask for solutions in H&l)k of the following system: 
@f ‘(4 = Aif (4 + &), (30) 
where ALi is a matrix of bounded operators on H&l) and g(s), f(z) are vector 
elements in H&l)L, i.e., g(z) = (gl(~),g,(z),...,g,(z)) with g(x) in Hz(A) and 
f(4 = (fJ4, $&),...,fd4) with bothf,(z) and fL’@) in H&V. 
THEOREM 10. Let A = (ALj), l,j = 1, 2 ,..., k be a matrix of bounded opmators 
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on Hz(A) and let iI,, be represented on H by the operators AwLj . Theta Eq. (30) has 
a solution in Hz(A)L if and or@ if the equation 
sZ,f = (DBQ, + BA) . f + Bg, (31) 
has a solution ix II”, where g = (gl , g, ,..., gJ andg,(z) = (fi , g,>, j = 1, 2, . . . . k. 
Proof. The system (30) in H,(A) . IS e q uivalent to the following system in H: 
s~“lcOv*fl = l&,f, + A& + ... + d,,f{c + g, f 
vw0Pf2 = &f, + && + ... + &f, + g, , 
~ . . . . . . . . I,. ” ., . . . 
(32) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . =. ~. I. 
V”~C,Pf~ = &f, + A$.& f -.- +- &.,kfr: + g, ) 
vvheref = (fl , fi ,..., fk)-withf, in the definition domain of C, . Since V”V = I 
and (C, - I)e, = 0 we have: VC,V* = C, - I in the definition domain of C’, 
and VWaV* = Vdh--l(C,, -I), where Vdc-l is the identity operator in case 
d, = 1 and the operator V* in case d& = 0. Since 
VdL-lCo = (Co + [-d, + 111) Vd,-’ for d, > I 
and V*C,, = (C,, + I)T’* we have: VdC,,V* = C,,Vd[-l - d J’d6r-l. Thus the 
system (32) is equivalent to the system: 
Vd~--lfi = d,BV”rlf, + B&f, + ... + B,& fk + Bg, 1 
l’+‘j-a = d,BV+lf, + B& fl + ... -+ &&,f, + Bg, , 
. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
..: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
V-fk = L&B vdqk + EL&f, + -*. + B&f, + Bgl, ? 
which is exactly Eq. (31) in Hk. 
Putting together Proposition 4 and Theorem 10 we obtain: 
THEOREM 11. Let _4 = (A,& l,j = 1, 2 ,..., k, be a matrix of bozmded opeTatm 
on H,(A). Let trace D = d and k - d > 0. Then the system 
z"f ‘(2) = ALjf (2) (33) 
has at least k - d linearly independent solutions in Hz(A)“i. 
Proof. The number of linearly independent solutions of the system (33) in 
H.JA)L is the dimension of the null space of the operator Q = 52, - DBQ2, - B&q:, 
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in H”. Since B is compact and Q, and iz”,j bounded the operators DBQ, and 
B,1” are also compact. Th us as in Theorem 8 we obtain: dim(ker Q) - 
dim(ker Q*) = dim(ker 52,) - dim(ker Qn,*) = m - (cr + wz + ,u - K) = 
k-((o+P)=K-&b ecause of (27). And dim(ker Q) > K - d. 
Remark 1. Let pLj and h,, be complex numbers with 1 phi / < 1 and 
0 < Ih,jI < 1, L,j = 1, 2 ,...) k, and let abi(,z), ,BJz), ~,j = 1,2 ,..., k, be 
analytic functions on the closed unit disk. Then as we indicated in Section 3 the 
operators: 
& : RJ(Z) = ad4f(ru.A, f(z) E H&l), 6, j = 1,2 ,..., k. (34) 
are bounded on H&l) for 1 pLj j < 1 and compact for 0 < 1 pLj 1 < 1. Also due 
to the Theorem 9 the operators 
are compact on H&i) for 0 < 1 A,, / < 1. 
NOW let f(z) = (fi(x),fi(~),...,~~(x>) and g(s) = (g~(~),g,(x),...,g,(z)) be 







Since every operator R,? and N,, is bounded and compact, respectively, and since 
k is finite we can easily see that the operator (36) is bounded and the operator (37) 
compact on Ha(JB. W e note also that the matrix 4 = (A,J may be a matrix T 
of analytic functions b,,(z) on the closed unit disk, defined as: 
TIW = gC+ 
j=l 
(38) 
Thus as corollary to Theorem 11 we obtain the following result: 
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COROLLARY. Let T, AT, R Be the operators (38), (37), and [36j, respective&, 
and let trace D = d with k - d > 0. Then the system 
zPf’(z) = (T + R + Njf(zj 
has at least k - d linearly independerzt solutions in ElZ(4)7c. 
‘This corollary generalizes a result obtained in Ref. [2] for 
plj = XLj = a and O<jaj<l. 
Remark 2. In Ref. [l], where a similar result has been proved, the operators 
(3% (37), and (38) are defined for ,Q = XLj = X and 0 < 1 X j < 1 on a Banach 
space of anaIytic vector functions. On that space the above operators are compact. 
According to Theorem 11 we do not need here the compactness but the bounded- 
ness of the operators (36), (37), and (38). 
7. A TYPICAL EXAMPLE 
As a typical example we consider the following functional-differential equation: 
y’(x) = uy(hx) $ by(x). (40) 
This equation was studied in Ref. [lo] for 0 < N e 03; a, a complex constant; 
It, a real constant; and X, a nonnegative constant. In Ref. [lo] was proved that the 
problem associated with Eq. (40) and the condition 
y(0) = 1 
iswellposedifh < 1,butnotifh > 1. 
We can see the first assertion for i h 1 < 1 as follows: We ask for entire 
solutions of Eq. (40). For this we set x = YX, 0 < r < 03, I = f(z), and 
ask for solutions of the equation 
WjWld4 = af(h4 + b+j (42) 
in the space H&l) which satisfy the conditionf(0) 1 1. According to (l)% (4)$ 
and (17), Eq. (42) with the condition f(0) = 1 is equivalent to the following 
equation in H 
C,V*f = (ra*R* + rb*)J (43) 
and the condition 
(f, e,i = 1, W? 
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where the operator R* is defined on Has follows: 
R*e 72 = hp2-Q 12) n = 1, 2,... . (45) 
We set Cc’ = B and obtain from (43): C&V* - a*nBR* - b*rB)f = 0 and 
(V* - a*vBR* - b*rB)f = 0 which is equivalent to the following: 
(I - a*rVBR* - b*rVB)f = ce, . (46) 
Taking into account the condition (44) we obtain from (46): c = 1. Thus 
(I - a*rVBR* - b*rVB)f = e, . (47) 
But the point 1 is not an eigenvalue of the compact operator a*rVBR* + b%VB, 
because f = (a*rVBR* + b*rVB)f implies <f, el> = (f, es) = ..* = 0, so the 
Fredholm alternative implies that the operator acting on the left of (47) is inver- 
tible. Thus Eq. (47) has a unique solution in H. 
Therefore Eq. (40) h as a unique solution in H&l); y(x) = y(rz), which is an 
entire function because it is analytic in 1 x 1 < 1 for every finite r. 
The case 1 h 1 > 1. Assume that Eq. (40) has for 1 h j > 1 a solution y(x), 
which is analytic in some neighborhood of zero. Let Y be the radius of conver- 
gence of y(X). W esethx=pz,whereO<p<rjh].Sof(z)=y(px)hasa 
radius of convergence greater than unity and therefore belongs to H,(A). 
Moreover f(z) must satisfy the equation: 
(48) 
where 4 = l/h and j q j < 1. Thus in order to obtain analytic solutions of 
Eq. (40) it is necessary and sufficient to ask for solutions of Eq. (48) in the space 
H&i), for every finite p. 
Equation (48) is represented in Has follows: 
(l/q*p) C,,V*R*f = a*f + b*R*f, f E H, w-9 
where the operator R is defined as: 
Re, = q”-le, , n = 1, 2,... . (50) 
Since / q / < 1 the operator (50) is compact. The operator C,,V*R* is also 
compact, because of Theorem 9. So we have an eigenvalue problem of the 
compact operator: 
Q* = C,V*R* - q*pb*R*, (51) 
Q*f = -Ff, E* = a*q*p. (52) 
Thus solutions exist only for a denumerable set of values of E*. 
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We observe that E = 0 is an eigenvalue of the operator (51). We see this 
easily because for a = 0 Eq. (40) is trivial. We shall prove now the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 12. The eigenvalues of Q* which ate d@erezt from zez~o we precisely 
the values: 
E,:* = -b*pqxk, k = 1, 2, 3,. . . . (53) 
No multiplicity exists and the corresponding eigenelements ,fk are of the form 
fr: = 27L 46 ~ 
Proof. First we prove the second assertion of the theorem. Let Q*fk = 
-b*pq*ykfor some k. Then(Q*fk, e&> =(C’,,V*R*fTC, e$ - q*pb*(R*fk, e&= 
k. q*“(f&, ek+& - q*kpb*(fk, en,> = -b*pq*k(f,, e&. This gives (fit, ekil) = 0. 
Consequently we find (fk , e& = 0 and so on. On the other hand if we 
normalize the elements fk by setting (fk , ek) = 1, then the componenrs 
<fie , e& ... (fk , er) are uniquely determined. To prove the first assertion we 
consider the operator Q, the adjoint of Q*. We shall prove that its eigenvahres are 
precisely the values: 
Ek = -bpqk, k = 1, 2,..., (54) 
which implies that the eigenvalues of Q* are the values (53). Let E -f; ,!Z* ? 
k = 1, 2,..., and let Qg = Eg. Then it is easy to see that 
(g,el) =(g,e,) = -‘. ~0, 
i.e., g = 0. That means that the eigenvalues of Q are included in. the set of 
values (54). It is also easy to verify that the values (54) are all eigenaalues of Q. 
In fact the components of the element g, in the equation Qgk = &g, , apart 
from a normalization factor, are uniquely determined for n = k + 1, k + 2,... ~ 
Since (g,; , e,jl’g , TC, e,-,) = (z - I) q”-Ai-1/bp(q+7C - 1) tends to zero for 
n + co it follows that g, belongs to H. 
From (53) and (52) we have a = -bqx‘-l k = I, 2,... . Thus we obtain the 
following corollary: 
COROLLARY. Equation (40) for ( h [ > 1 h as an.alytic solutions only for a = 0 
am! a = -b/X-l, k = 1, 2 ,... . Moreover the solutions for a f 0 are poljmomiul.~ 
of degree k - 1, k = I, 2,... . 
Proof= For the eigenelements of Q* we have: fJT = aleI + u,e, + ... + akek . 
Thusf(z) = (f2,fk) = a,* + a2*z + ... + al.:*zk-r. 
Remark. The first result obtained for Eq. (40) can be easily generalized for 
the system: 
f'(Z) = (R + T)f(zz), f(o) = 1, (55) 
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where R and Tare the operators (36) and (38), and j pLi ( < 1. In fact Eq. (55) 
is represented in Hk by the equation: C,V*f = (i? + p)ffrom which we obtain 
f= VB(g+ F)j+Fe,. 
The condition f(0) = 1 implies E = (1, 1, . . . . 1) and it is easy to see that the 
null space of the compact operator VB(x + ri’) is trivial. Thus in the same way 
as for Eq. (43) we obtain one and only one solutionfin Hk and therefore one and 
only one solution of (55) in H2(@. RI oreover we note that if the functions b,(x) 
and ati(z) in (38) and (36) are entire functions then the components of the vector 
solutionf(x) are also entire functions, because the system (55) after the trans- 
formation z = rw has also a unique solution in H2(0)k for every finite I’. 
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